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What’s in YOUR Bag ?



Golf Imitating Life 
Life Imitating Golf

One of the most fascinating things about golf is how it 
reflects the cycle of life. No matter what you shoot —
the next day you have to go back to the first tee and 
begin all over again and make yourself into something. 
~Peter Jacobsen



Scientists have discovered the golf gene... 
it wears plaid and lies ~Dogbert



Integrity



Personal Brand

Your personal brand is what people say about you 
when you are not in the room – remember that...

~ Chris Ducker



Performance Management 
If you don’t know where you’re going, anyplace will do 



Diversity and Inclusion

He that is good with a hammer tends 
to think everything is a nail. 

~Abraham Maslow



Diversity and Inclusion

Everybody is a genius. But if you judge a 
fish by its ability to climb a tree, it will live 

its whole life believing that it is stupid. 
~Albert Einstein



Strategy 

Anticipating problems and figuring 
out how to solve them is actually the 
opposite of worrying: it's productive. 

~Chris Hadfield



EQ over IQ

Emotional Intelligence can be 
defined as the ability to identify, 
consider and control emotions in 
oneself and to recognize them in 
others, brought on by a combination 
of self-awareness, self-management, 
social awareness and relationship 
management. ~Travis Bradbury



Decision Making

Putting is like wisdom – partly 
a natural gift and partly the 
accumulation of experience. 
~Arnold Palmer

Good decisions come from 
experience. Experience comes 
from making bad decisions. 
~Mark Twain



Perspective

I didn’t miss the putt. 

I made the putt. 

The ball missed the hole.



Look for Mentors
(Stand on the Shoulders of Others)

Through years of experience I have found that air 
offers less resistance than dirt. ~Jack Nicklaus



Networking

It’s not who you know, its who knows you!
~Rachel Simon



The Greatest Game on Earth

PAYROLL is deceptively simple and endlessly 
complicated; it satisfies the soul and frustrates the 
intellect. It is at the same time rewarding and 
maddening – and it is without a doubt among 
the greatest business operations ever invented.

~Michelle Zollmann

Golf is deceptively simple and endlessly 
complicated; it satisfies the soul and frustrates 
the intellect. It is at the same time rewarding 
and maddening – and it is without a doubt the
greatest game mankind has ever invented.
~Arnold Palmer



For when the One Great Scorer comes
To mark against your name,

He writes - not that you won or lost -
But HOW you played the Game.

~Grantland Rice

What’s in YOUR Bag ?


